Analyst Job Opening

JOB OPPORTUNITY
Analyst position for Lake Partners, a boutique strategy consulting firm in downtown Seattle

WHAT WE LOOK FOR
Demonstrated academic achievement Recent college graduate (or soon to graduate) from a top university Outstanding academic credentials including strong overall GPA Demonstrated achievement in analytics, problem-solving & project management (e.g.: in major, specific classes or projects, thesis, national test scores) Strong primary research skills Creative approach to developing unique research paths Accurate & efficient in research methods Excellent organizational skills Demonstrated analytical proficiency Ability to build & execute an effective approach to a variety of unstructured problems Ability to process large amounts of quantitative & qualitative information Ability to draw creative insights based on independent analysis Understanding of financial data & ability to build complex financial models Effective communication skills Both written & verbal Both formal & informal (thinking on your feet) Extremely motivated individual with a strong work ethic & proven interpersonal skills Self-starter/self-motivated; capable of learning on the job Works well in stressful situations (infrequent but unavoidable) Processes constructive feedback well Team player who knows when to lead and when to follow

CANDIDATE REQUIREMENTS
Must have the legal right to work permanently in the United States We do not have summer employment or internship opportunities at this time As this is an entry-level position, Individuals with MBA's or 5 or more years work experience should not apply for this position; 1-3 years work experience preferred but not required.

TO APPLY
Submit your resume and cover letter to: http://www.lakepartners.com/apply